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Abstract

Two magnets with snake egg forms are let to collide with each other. During this process, a very specific
chirping sound occurs. The magnets also show, at small separation distances, a strong magnetic attraction force.
To investigate how the magnets move to produce this chirping sound, the sound and collision process is captured
with a high sample audio recorder and a high-speed camera. The attraction force between the magnets is also
approximated from the same high-speed camera recordings and compared with analog measurements. Finally
the magnetic field strength is measured between the magnets.

I. INTRODUCTION
Lately, high-speed digital cameras have become cheaper and more accessible for the ordinary con-

sumer [1]. They are easy to use and the information can easily be transferred to a computer where it
can be saved, edited and analysed. The cameras are nowadays so fast that it is possible to use them
to study fast events like sport activities, physics experiments and animals in motion. A number of
studies have been done in these areas [2-6]. In a field study, where the aim was to measure the effect
of a bats weight and mass moment of inertia on the swing speed, Smith, Broker and Nathan used a
two-dimensional high-speed video system to measure different parameters. From these parameters, they
could later determine that the bats speed had an observable dependency on the bat MOI while the effect
of the bats mass was not apparent [2]. A high-speed camera together with image processing techniques
enabled S.Mathavan, M.R. Jackson and R.M. Parkin to track the trajectory of snooker balls to 1 mm
accuracy. With good results, they could also determine the dynamics involved in snooker [3]. Heck
and Uylings demonstrated that high-speed video technologies can be used successfully in the field of
education. They found that students were able to accurately record the vertical fall of real sport objects
and study the effects of air resistance [4]. Using high-speed filming of the Golden-collared manakin, L.
Fusani, M. Goiordano, L.B. Day and D.A. Schlinger could identify previously undescribed behavioural
variations in the male courtship displays [5]. M.Burrows and G.Morri recorded the rapid kicks of locusts
with at 1000 images/s. From the image analysis they found, among other things, that an average kick
movement from a locust is completed in 5-6 ms [6].

With a high-speed camera it is also possible to analyse origin of sound. By utilising a tape recorder
and a high-speed video camera K.S. Bostwick and R.O. Prum tested numerous hypotheses of kinematic
underlying sonations (non-vocal communicative sounds) produced by two genera Pipridea. From their
image and sound recordings, they could verify that three of four competing hypotheses of kinematic
mechanisms used for producing snaps are employed between these two clades and a fourth mechanism
was discovered [7].

A special chirping sound can be generated by two oval shaped toy magnets. The magnets have various
names, i.e. singing or snake egg magnets and can be bought from various toy stores. If the magnets
are thrown up in the air, close to each other, they will be drawn towards each other and a special
chirping sound will occur. Since the sound generation process is short, the naked eye cannot perceive
what is happening. Initial investigations also revealed that the chirping sound that is generated by the
oval shaped magnets is non-periodic. Therefore, it is our intention to try to capture the sound generation



event with a high-speed camera. By simultaneously record the generated sound with a high-speed sound
recorder, we attempt to find out how the special sound is generated.

The toy magnets also show, at small distances, a strong magnetic attraction towards each other.By
using the camera recordings, we also aim to investigate how well a video modeling tool can estimate the
attraction force between the magnets. The estimation will be compared with the results of mechanical
force measurements.

Finally, the radial magnetic field strength will be measured as a function of separation distance.

II. EXPERIMENTS
A. Sound and Image Recordings

As mentioned before, the chirping sound is generated when the two toy magnets are thrown up in
the air, at close distance to each other. This makes it hard to image- and audio record the sequence
with good accuracy. If the magnets instead are placed on a flat low friction surface, it is possible to
record the entire sound generation event. Since this setup generates a sound that is almost identical to
the original one, it is acceptable for the experiment.

The two toy magnets were placed opposite each other at the rand of two transparent plastic plates
with a measuring grid between. The left magnet is marked with a dot and the right with an x. The
markings will make it easier to see if the magnets are rolling or changing places with each other during
the sound generation process. An air coil with 600 turns was placed next to each magnet to keep the
magnets from being drawn towards each other. The coils were connected in series to a power supply. As
the current is turned off, the magnets start to accelerate towards each other and will eventually collide.
A Casio EXILIM Pro EX-F1 (Tokyo, Japan), recording at 1200 images/s, was used to capture the sound
generating event.

The camera was mounted on the arm of the projector, above the plastic plates. Care had to be taken
not to place the camera in the focus of the Fresnel lens as this would damage the camera. In order
to get satisfying image recordings of the fast event, the discs and the coils were placed on an unused
overhead projector, which was used to produce backlight. Extra highlighting was achieved by a 400 W
halogen lamp, which was placed on a stand 20 cm away from the overhead projector.

A Zoom H4 portable digital audio recorder (Tokyo, Japan) was used to capture the sound that was
generated when the magnets collide. The device was situated in a 45 degrees angle behind the camera
with a distance of 30 cm to the centre of the plates. A sampling rate of 96 kHz in 24 bits was used
during the experiments.

A total of five experiments were conducted.

Fig. 1. Setup for sound and image recordings

The audio recordings were analysed with Audacity 1.2.6 [8] and the video recordings were analysed
with Tracker Video and Modeling Tools v3.10 [9]. Both are free softwares that can be downloaded from



the Internet.
It should be noted that the room in which the experiments took place was not sound attenuated, hence

acoustic reflections might have affected the quality of the sound recordings.
To investigate what happens if the toy magnets shapes are changed, a second and a third set of image

and sound recordings were performed. The same setup as in the first set of experiments was used, but
in the second set of experiments the tip of one of the magnets was cut off. During the third set of
experiments, the other tip was cut off from the same magnet.

B. Force Measurements
By using Tracker and the previous camera recordings it was possible to create an estimation of the

attraction force that the magnets exhibit when they are were drawn together for the first collision.
From the starting point of the experiment, i.e. when the magnets start to move towards each other, a

marker was set at a specific point on each magnet. A new marker was set at the same point on each
magnet in every frame until the first collision appeared. At all marked points, the Tracker program
automatically calculates the acceleration in the movement direction according to the positions in the set
coordinate system. The individual masses where determined to 23.1 g for the magnet marked with an x
and 21.0 g for the magnet marked with a dot. The masses where then entered in the Tracker program,
in order to calculate the force in each position with Newtons second law.

To verify how good the by Tracker calculated forces is, two mechanical force measurements setups
were required. One to investigate the attraction force at smaller separation distances and one for larger.

To measure the attraction force at small distances a setup like the one figure 2 was used. Here, one
of the magnets rested on a thin plastic plate which was attached to two stands. The second magnet
was placed underneath the plate. A thin, low mass, thread was taped to the second magnet and a small
S-hook was hung in the tread. Small weights were connected to the hook, one by one, until the force
of gravity was stronger than the attraction force between the magnets. The experiment was repeated by
adding plates, and hereby increasing the distance between the magnets, until the attraction force was
too weak to keep the lower magnet fixed to the plate. It should be noted that the first measurement was
performed without any plastic plate between the two magnets, i.e. the magnets were in direct contact
with each other and separation distance between the magnets was 0 millimetres.

For larger separation distances, a setup like the one in Figure 3 was used. The two magnets were
placed on the same low friction surface that was used in the sound and image experiments. A thin plastic
plate, with a thickness of 0.7 millimetres, was placed in between the magnets. A thin, low mass thread
was taped to the second magnet and a small S-hook was connected to the thread. On the other end of
the S-hook another thread was attached. This thread ran over a pulley and weights were connected to
it. As in the first force experiment, the weights were added until the force of gravity was stronger than
the magnets attraction force.

C. Magnetic Field Measurements
Two different measurements of the radial magnetic field strength were performed with a standard

Hall probe. First, the magnetic field strength as a function distance between the two magnets, was
measured. The probe was fixed to the ground at an equal distance from the two magnets. The magnets
were then moved simultaneously towards the probe. The magnetic field strength was recorded every
fifth millimetre until the magnets touched the probe.

The second step was to remove one of the magnets from the setup. The remaining magnet was now
moved five millimetres at a time from the probe, while the magnetic field strength was recorded. The
procedure was repeated on the second magnet.



Fig. 2. Experimental setup for force measurements at smaller separation distances. The attraction force will be slightly affected by the
lower magnets weight. The impact of the magnets own weight will increase with larger separation distances

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for force measurements at larger separation distance. Setup 2 is utilized for measurements at larger distances.
In this setup, the overhead film friction will have some minor impact on the result. affected by the lower magnets weight. The impact of
the magnets own weight will increase with larger separation distances



III. RESULTS
A. Sound and Image Recordings

The waveform and a spectrogram of the audio recording of one experiment are shown in Figure 4
and Figure 5. The waveform is now broken down into different stages, to better characterise the sound
and the magnets movements. The audio recordings for the analysed example, video1 and sound1, are
available as supplementary material among the recordings from the other experiments.

Fig. 4. The waveform from one of the audio recordings is broken down into different stages. Each stage is marked according to its
corresponding time frame

In order to synchronise the image and audio recordings, the time between the first two tops in the
audio recording was measured in Audacity. By then measuring the number of frames between collision
one and two in the image recording, and divide the result by the recording rate (here 1200 images/s),
satisfying results were achieved.

Stage 1 starts when the magnets collide for the first time and ends 62 ms later, just before the third
collision occur. The location of impact for the first collision is almost at the middle of the magnets. After
the first collision the magnets will bounce away from each other. The separation that occurs is small and
the magnets will immediately be drawn together for a second collision. However, the second collision
does not occur at the centre of the magnets. Instead, the magnets two upper tips are drawn towards each
other for a second collision. The impact from the second collision creates a lager separation between
the magnets this time, before they are drawn towards each other again. Since the time between the two
collisions is short, only 5.8 ms, the only sound that is emitted during stage one is a clear click.

Stage 2 is a time frame of 79 ms that is characterised by its rattling sound and that the collisions
occurs in a random pattern. The stage contains collisions three to twelve and these collisions must be
seen as random, since there is now way to forecast how or when the collisions will occur during this
stage.



Fig. 5. A spectrogram over the recorded sound.

In stage 3, which is 68 ms, the magnets moving pattern has stabilised and the collisions (collision
number 13 to 25) start to appear in a more organised pattern. Initially the collisions occurs, just above
the lower tips, around the middle and just below the upper tips of the magnets, but as time elapse they
start to become more and more concentrated to the middle of the magnets. The emitted sound still
contains some rattle but the characteristic sound starts appear and becomes more and more clear.

At stage 4, the rattling has disappeared and the characteristic chirping sound can be heard clearly. In
this stage the collisions are concentrated to the middle, or close to the middle, of the magnets and the
collision frequency increases more and more. The more frequent collisions produce sounds resembling
of tones, which increases in frequency for every period. This is the longest stage of the experiment,
503 ms, and it contains 188 collisions.

Stage 5 is the final stage. The distance between the magnets is now so small that it appears like the
magnets are sliding against each other, more than colliding.

The spectrogram of the generated sound shows that the frequency components have consistently high
energies concentrated around 8-12 kHz. It also display how the time between collisions varies in the
different stages and that it is hard to distinguish any clear harmonics in the signal. However, it was
still possible to calculate the fundamental frequency to 1610.5 Hz at 0.784 seconds. This is done with
a standard procedure, i.e. reading the value of the 10 th harmonic and divide the result by 10.

The analysis of the above sound and video recording shows that the characteristic chirping sound
is generated by the fast increasing of collisions between the magnets and that the collisions gradually
becomes more concentrated to the centre of the magnets. Furthermore, investigations of the other four
experiments reveal that they all have the same type of moving pattern but that there is a difference
in how long each significant phase is. The additional experiments that involved modifications of the
magnets shape revealed that the magnets’ shapes has a significant influence on the moving pattern and
the sound that is generated, since no chirping sound was generated during these experiments.

Another observation that the image recording reveals is that the magnets collisions are partially elastic
which implies that the magnets must be made of a elastic and magnetically hard material. Figure 4
shows that a lot of collisions have roughly the same amplitude, which suggests that the energy loss
in each collision is small. This is typical for magnetic non-conductive materials, such as ferrites, were



no eddy currents can occur. A qualitative measurement with x-ray fluorescence confirms that the toy
magnets contain Barium Ferrite.

The low energy loss in each collision is also and indication of a high coefficient of restitution (COR).
This is confirmed by calculating the COR values for a number of collisions, in a similar way as Aguiar
and Laundares did [10]. The COR of the nth bounce is obtained as the ratio between the nth and the
n+ 1th collisions time-of-flights

εn =
Tn
Tn−1

(n = 1, 2...) (1)

where ε is the coefficient of restitution and Tn is the time between the nth and the n + 1th bounce.
The audio recording and the spectrogram in Figure 5 were used to extract the time-of-flights needed to
calculated COR values for collisions 13, 26, 37, 50, 63, 78, 88, 107, 127, 154, 179 and 209. As Figure
6 displays, all the calculated COR values are well above 0.90. It also illustrates how the COR values
change in the different collision stages.

Fig. 6. Coefficient of restitution for a number of collisions

By using the above expression for the relation between time-of-flight and the coefficient of restitution,
a simple frequency model for a free falling object could be created. In the model the time before the
first bounce is set to 16.4 ms and the coefficient of restitution is chosen to be 0.98. The number of
performed collisions, n, is set to 226 since this was the number of collisions detected in the analysed
experiment. Using expression (1) the time-of-flight and the frequencies for the nth collision can be
written as

Tn = εnT0 (n = 1, 2..., 226) (2)

fn =
f0
εn

(n = 1, 2..., 226) (3)

The total event time is then given by

Ttotal = T0
226∑
n=1

εn−1 = T0
εn − 1

ε− 1
, (4)



where T0 is the time before the first collision, f0 the frequency generated by the first bounce, ε the
coefficient of restitution and Ttotal is the total event time.

In Figure 7 the 1st and 7th harmonics of the frequency model are plotted together with the spectrogram
from the experiment. The 1st harmonic show a good agreement with the experimental result, while there
are larger variations between the 7 th. Variations are likely caused by the fact that the frequency model
uses a constant COR value during the entire event. Another difference is that the time-of-flights varied
a lot in the first three stages of the experiment. This is something that the free falling object model
does not take into concern.

Fig. 7. Frequency curve of a simulated free falling object together with the spectrogram of the analysed experiment

B. Force Measurements
The result of the two mechanical force measurements are plotted together with the, by Tracker,

calculated attraction force between the two magnets. As seen in Figure 8 the difference between the
small and larger separation distance experiments is almost negligible.

Figure 8 also shows that there is an acceptable compliance between Tracker’s calculated force
and the two force experiments. From its starting point, the approximation result is moving around
the two mechanical measurement results until the separation distance is almost 15 millimetres. The
approximation will now start to follow the mechanical force measurement for larger separation distances
until both are close to zero Newton which happens at 40 millimetres.

Due to various uncertainties that were included Trackers force calculations, a large amount of
noise occurs in the result. These uncertainties are a combination of small distance variations in the
initial movements and the rotation of the magnets that exists during the experimental phase. Since the
movement is very short, it is hard to put the marker in the exact position. This leads to that some markers
might have been placed at a position already passed by a magnet, hence giving a false acceleration value.
When the magnets move towards each other for the first collision, they are not just sliding towards each



Fig. 8. The calculated attraction force between the two magnets is plotted together with the two mechanical force measurements.

TABLE I

MEASURED MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH

Distance [cm] Bx [mT] Bdot [mT] Bbetween [mT] Bx+Bdot [mT] Ratio
0.0 110.3 104.8 220.0 215.1 0.98
0.5 57.7 44.8 98.8 102.5 1.03
1.0 28.0 19.0 47.8 47.0 0.98
1.5 15.4 10.3 22.6 25.7 1.14
2.0 9.4 7.0 14.6 16.4 1.12
2.5 5.6 4.4 9.6 10.0 1.04
3.0 4.2 3.0 6.5 7.2 1.11
3.5 2.9 2.3 4.5 5.2 1.17
4.0 2.2 1.8 3.4 4.0 1.19
4.5 1.7 1.5 2.5 3.2 1.26
5.0 1.4 1.2 2.0 2.6 1.33

The distance between the probe and the magnet/magnets is increased in steps of 0.5 centimetres. At every distance,
the magnetic field strength is measured for the magnet marked with an x (Bx), a dot (Bdot) and between the
two magnets (Bbetween). The table also presents the ratio between the superpositioned fields (Bx+Bdot) and
the measured magnetic fields between the two magnets.

other but they also rotate. The rotation causes a change in the polarity and since the rotation isn’t
uniform, an alternately accelerating and retarding movement occurs.

Finally it should be noted that the Tracker program has the ability to use automated data collection,
i.e. automatically track and record the movements of a specified object. This feature was however not
possible to use in the above force calculations, due to the fact that the magnets were rolling. The rolling
magnets, unfortunately, caused the automated data collection to lose its reference.

C. Magnetic Field Measurements
Table 1 present the result of the radial magnetic field measurements. The measured magnetic field

strength between the two magnets (Bbetween) correspond with the super positioned magnetic fields



of the two individual magnets (Bx+Bdot). The calculated radio between the measured and the super
positioned fields are close to unity, which is an indication that the toy magnets are made of a hard
magnetic material.

Fig. 9. Ratio between the superpositioned calculated magnetic field strengths and the measured magnetic field strength between the
magnets. The small difference in ratio implies that the magnets are made of a hard magnetic material.

IV. SUMMARY
By the high-speed camera recordings and the sound recordings it has been determined that the

chirping sound is generated by the increasing number of collisions between the magnets and also that
the collisions gradually becomes more concentrated to the centre of the magnets. All the experiments
could be divided into significant phases that contain an increased amount of collisions. However, the
duration differs between the experiments. Still, all the experiments had a chirping sound no matter the
durations. It was also found that the shape of the magnets have a decisive impact on what kind of
moving pattern the magnets had, hence which kind of sound that was generated.

The video modeling tool was able to calculate the force between the attraction force between the
magnets accurately enough to get a rather good correspondence with the direct mechanical measurements
that were performed.

A High-speed camera in conjunction with video modelling tools is a helpful method to observe fast
moving physical phenomena. The above experiments also reveal that it is possible to collect enough
accurate data from the recordings to make calculations that are in correspondence with measured results.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
The following supplementary material is available for this article:

Video1-Video5: Video recordings that were used to determine how the chirping sound is generated.
Sound1-Sound5: Sound recorded simultaneously with Video1-Video5.
Video6-Video10: Five video recordings capturing the magnets moving pattern when one tip was cut
off.
Sound6-Sound10: Sound recordings of single tip cut off experiments.
Video11-Video15: Five video recordings capturing the magnets moving pattern when both tips were
cut off.
Sound11-Sound15: Sound recordings of dual tips cut off experiments.
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